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ABSTRACT
BIO

With the advent of big data through social media and continuous creation of digital footprints through various mobile
devices, special-purpose programming models were developed that would make it easy to write programs to process such data. MapReduce and its Hadoop implementation
is one of the most popular platforms for writing such programs. The MapReduce framework involves a ”map” phase
where various tasks work in parallel for intermediate processing of data and a ”reduce” phase where again various tasks
work in parallel to extract information from this processed
data. Performance modeling of such systems will need different approaches than are used for traditional multi-threaded
multi-core systems supporting Web applications, primarily
because the dependencies and synchronization required between various tasks is not easily expressible using standard
queuing network models. In this talk we will review work
done by researchers to address this modeling problem. The
work done encompasses first-principles calculations of execution time completion, queuing network models, and finally,
simulation. We will review these efforts as well as highlight
opportunities for further work in this area.
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